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QUESTION 1

You use the Microsoft Bot Framework Composer to build a chatbot that enables users to purchase items. 

You need to ensure that the users can cancel in-progress transactions. The solution must minimize development effort. 

What should you add to the bot? 

A. a language generator 

B. a custom event 

C. a dialog trigger 

D. a conversation activity 

Correct Answer: C 

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/composer/concept-events-and-triggers?tabs=v2x In Bot Framework Composer, each
dialog includes one or more event handlers called triggers. Each trigger contains one or more actions. Actions are the
instructions that the bot will execute when the dialog receives any event that it has a trigger defined to handle. Once a
given event is handled by a trigger, no further action is taken on that event. Some event handlers have a condition
specified that must be met before it will handle the event and if that condition isn\\'t met, the event is passed to the next
event handler. If an event isn\\'t handled in a child dialog, it gets passed up to its parent dialog to handle and this
continues until it\\'s either handled or reaches the bots main dialog. If no event handler is found, it will be ignored and no
action will be taken. 

 

QUESTION 2

You need to develop an extract solution for the receipt images. The solution must meet the document processing
requirements and the technical requirements. You upload the receipt images to the Form Recognizer API for analysis,
and the API returns the following JSON. 
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Which expression should you use to trigger a manual review of the extracted information by a member of the Consultant-
Bookkeeper group? 

A. documentResults.docType == "prebuilt:receipt" 

B. documentResults.fields.*.confidence 

C. documentResults.fields.ReceiptType.confidence > 0.7 

D. documentResults.fields.MerchantName.confidence 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 3

You are building a bot on a local computer by using the Microsoft Bot Framework. The bot will use an existing Language
Understanding model. You need to translate the Language Understanding model locally by using the Bot Framework
CLI. What should you do first? 

A. From the Language Understanding portal, clone the model. 

B. Export the model as an .lu file. 

C. Create a new Speech service. 

D. Create a new Language Understanding service. 

Correct Answer: B 

You might want to manage the translation and localization for the language understanding content for your bot
independently. 

Translate command in the @microsoft/bf-lu library takes advantage of the Microsoft text translation API to automatically
machine translate .lu files to one or more than 60+ languages supported by the Microsoft text translation cognitive 

service. 

What is translated? 

An .lu file and optionally translate Comments in the lu file LU reference link texts 

List of .lu files under a specific path. 

Reference: 

https://github.com/microsoft/botframework-cli/blob/main/packages/luis/docs/translate-command.md 

 

QUESTION 4

You are designing a conversational interface for an app that will be used to make vacation requests. The interface must
gather the following data: 

1.

 The start date of a vacation 

2.

 The end date of a vacation 

3.

 The amount of required paid time off The solution must minimize dialog complexity. Which type of dialog should you
use? 
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A. Skill 

B. waterfall 

C. adaptive 

D. component 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5

You have a Video Indexer service that is used to provide a search interface over company videos on your company\\'s
website. You need to be able to search for videos based on who is present in the video. What should you do? 

A. Create a person model and associate the model to the videos. 

B. Create person objects and provide face images for each object. 

C. Invite the entire staff of the company to Video Indexer. 

D. Edit the faces in the videos. 

E. Upload names to a language model. 

Correct Answer: A 

Video Indexer supports multiple Person models per account. Once a model is created, you can use it by providing the
model ID of a specific Person model when uploading/indexing or reindexing a video. Training a new face for a video
updates the specific custom model that the video was associated with. 

Note: Video Indexer supports face detection and celebrity recognition for video content. The celebrity recognition feature
covers about one million faces based on commonly requested data source such as IMDB, Wikipedia, and top LinkedIn
influencers. Faces that aren\\'t recognized by the celebrity recognition feature are detected but left unnamed. Once you
label a face with a name, the face and name get added to your account\\'s Person model. Video Indexer will then
recognize this face in your future videos and past videos. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/media-services/video-indexer/customize-person-model-with-api 
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